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• Seismic Spectra, Earthquake Scaling laws, Self-Similarity of Earthquake 
Rupture.
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0  Self-similar: 
Are small earthquakes �the same� as large ones? 
Do small ones become large ones or are large eq�s different from the start?

1 Geometric self-similarity: aspect ratio of rupture area

2 Physical self-similarity: stress drop, seismic strain, scaling of slip with rupture 
dimension

3 Same physical processes operate during shear rupture of very small (lab scale, 
mining induced seismicity) and very large earthquakes?

4 Observation of constant b-value over a wide range of inferred source dimension.

Seismic Spectra, Earthquake Scaling laws and Self-Similarity of Earthquake Rupture

Implications for Rupture Dynamics and the Mode of Rupture Propagation



5 Expectation of scaling break if rupture physics/dynamics change in at a critical size (or slip velocity, etc.). 
Shimazaki result. (Fig. 4.12). Length-Moment scaling and transition at L≈60km (Romanowicz, 1992; Scholz, 
1994). 

6 Gutenberg-Richter frequency-magnitude scaling, b-values.  
7 G-R scaling, b-value data. Single-fault versus fault population. G-R versus characteristic earthquake model.

8 Crack vs. slip-pulse models



Circular ruptures (small)
Scaling and Self-Similarity
Are small earthquakes �the same� as large ones? 
1 Geometric self-similarity: rupture aspect ratio 
2 Physical self-similarity: stress drop, seismic strain, 

scaling of slip with rupture dimension
3. Does stress drop scale with eq size, or are there 

scaling breaks that can be tied to a change in 
mechanism?
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Abercrombie & Leary, 1993



Circular ruptures (small)

Rectangular ruptures (large)

Slip determined by W: 

Slip determined by L
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Rectangular ruptures (large)

Slip determined by W: 

Slip determined by L

Scaling of Large Earthquakes: Is slip determined (limited) by W or L?

L model interpretation

u = a L

W model interpretation: stress drop increases with L/W and seismic moment



L model interpretation

u = a L

W model interpretation: stress drop increases with L/W and seismic moment



Rectangular ruptures (large)

Slip determined by W: 

Slip determined by L

Scaling of Large Earthquakes: Is slip determined 
(limited) by W or L?



Scaling of Large Earthquakes: Is slip determined (limited) by W or L?

Nature, 1992



Circular ruptures (small)

Rectangular ruptures (large)

Slip determined by W: 

Slip determined by L

Transition from small to large eq�s

AGU Monograph, 1986



Some Topics in the Mechanics of Earthquakes and Faulting

•What determines the size of an earthquake?   
•What physical features and factors of faulting control the extent of dynamic 
earthquake rupture?     --Fault Area, Seismic Moment
•What is the role of fault geometry (offsets, roughness, thickness) versus rupture 
dynamics ?
•What controls the amount of slip in an earthquake?  Average Slip, Slip at a point
•What controls whether fault slip occurs dynamically or quasi-statically? 
•Nucleation: How does the earthquake process get going?   
•What is the size of a nucleation patch at the time that slip becomes dynamic?   How 
do we define dynamic versus quasi-dynamic and quasi-static?   Nucleation patch: 
physical size, seismic signature
•What controls dynamic rupture velocity?   
•How do faults grow and evolve with time? 


